
        1. By car (from Belgrade-Zagreb Highway): 
 
Turn right to Stara Pazova town before a tollpay outpost near Šimanovci. 
Then, take a right turn towards Krnješevci and Vojka. 
Upon large intersection in center of Vojka, next to a church and school building take a right turn and 
follow the left curve. 
Go straight and you will reach an overpass over the railroad. After the overpass take the first turn to the 
right and you will enter Industrial Zone of the town Nova Pazova. Drive straight to the intersection and
take a turn to the right. Then, next turn to the right is the entrance to our warehouse.
 

        2. By car, from Belgrade-Novi Sad direction (via old road):
 
Drive through Zemun Main Street (Glavna ulica) and Batajnica, straight to Nova Pazova town.
Drive through Nova Pazova and locate the traffic light, after which you'll continue to drive (to the left is 
LUCOIL gas station and on the right is a restaurant), and on the second turning from the traffic light, 
turn left (banners DON PLAST and RM ALKON STAHL).
Go straight and our warehouse is located on the far right side.
 

        3. By bus (from Novi Sad-Belgrade direction (via old road): 

Leaving Stara Pazova town, you'll see Industrial Zone of the town Nova Pazova on your right hand side.  
Industrial Zone starts with large crossroad where the two-lane road you're traveling on widens to four-lane 
section. There are two ways to our warehouse from this point:  
  
1. Take a right turn at the crossroad, then first turn to the left and enter Industrial Zone of Nova Pazova. 
Drive straight to an intersection and turn right. Next turning to the right is an entrance into our warehouse.  
 
2. Go straight through the crossroad and take the first turn to the right. 
Go straight and our warehouse is located on the far right side.
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